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Abstract--- Clustering methods have often been used to group similar students’ performance for tracking their 

academic progress. A typical approach is to group the students by treating the observations as accumulated average 

marks on several assessed subjects within a period of time. Here, similar characteristics of students are identified 

based on the overall variation of marks between the subjects but ignores the temporal aspect of students 

performance even though the assessments are carried out at different time points. Alternatively, such characteristics 

in the observations could be treated as a set of longitudinal data since the measurements consider time-spaced and 

repeated events. This paper aims to compare the output between these two different treatments of observations using 

Model-based Clustering (MBC). Specifically, the average observations are applied to the classical MBC whereas 

the longitudinal observations require some adjustment to the covariance matrix to cater for its longitudinal data 

structure. A synthetic data set generated based on some pre-university students’ marks on four science subjects from 

three series of continuous assessments are applied to the methods. The results show that the longitudinal 

observations on adjusted MBC produce a greater number of clusters that could characterise students’ progress with 

a better internal and external cluster quality compared to the average observations on classical MBC.  

Keywords--- Model-based Clustering, Longitudinal Tracking, Academic Progress. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many academic institutions use performance-based assessments to track and evaluate students’ academic 

progress as part of their learning process [1,2]. One strategy to provide more focus towards improving students’ 

performances is by identifying homogeneous groups of students with similar academic progress through a series of 

assessments in different subjects simultaneously using cluster analysis. Non-parametric clustering methods such as 

hierarchical and K-means clustering algorithms are widely used to discover distinct patterns in groups of students 

[3-5]. These clustering methods differentiate groups of subjects based on certain dissimilarity measures. and 

assumes that the series of students assessments observed are independent. Alternatively, another type of clustering 

approach that partitions observations of interests is model based clustering (MBC) method. By assuming that the 

finite mixture of distributions generated the data vectors, the method is optimized by an Expectation-Maximization 

(EM) algorithm. This mixture based model is particularly appealing when clustering students’ academic 

performance because it allows the identified groups to overlap and produce additional information in the form of 

probabilities and visual trajectory progress [5,6]. However often times, monitoring students’ academic progress [7-,9] 

are based on a series of repeated type of observed assessments by following the students development overtime 

within an academic period. This include monitoring students achieved marks for a series of tests and examinations. 
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These observations can be translated as a longitudinal study since the data measurement considers time-spaced and 

repeated events. Thus applying distance based non-parametric clustering methods may not be appropriate. In 

addition, clustering such observations with dependence feature directly using the classical MBC may not be suitable 

because it will change the repeated events into univariate form by averaging them into the variables. Therefore, the 

longitudinal structure with time-spaced characteristics [10] that can give resulting insight into behaviour over time 

will be violated when they lost the variation of score marks amongst subjects. This paper aims to track similar 

students’ academic progress by clustering them based on three repeated continuous assessment carried out within 

three months equal time-spaced for four different subjects in the academic period. We compare two different MBC 

based methods using data with different treatments. Firstly, the repeated continuous assessment are treated into an 

averaged univariate form and analyzed using classical MBC approach. Secondly, the observations with time-spaced 

characteristics are treated as longitudinal form data and analyzed using MBC approach with modified Cholesky 

decompositions. This adjustment to the classical MBC is necessary in order to deal with the covariance structure 

between measurements at different time points in the longitudinal observations. The clustering results for both 

approaches are compared in terms of appropriate number of clusters and the index quality of group membership 

(internal and external). 

II. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Model-based Clustering 

In a general finite mixture, the density for a random variable y takes the form 

     KKK fff θyθyθy ||| 111              (1) 

where fk and θk are the density and parameters of the kth component and πk is the probability an observation 

belongs to the kth component    1;0
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If the mean outcome values are thought to depend on explanatory variables, the mean vectors are replaced with 

kk
xβμ  such that x is a design matrix based on those variables that impact the mean. The covariance matrix can be 

simplified by assuming a structure such as independence  I2

kk
 , with compound symmetry of 
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rtt /exp2 Σ . On the other hand, the 

covariance structure can be parameterized through the eigenvalue decomposition of the form 
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where 
k

D  is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors, 
k

A  is a diagonal matrix whose elements are proportional 

to the eigenvalues, and k  is a proportional constant [12]. 

Previous work on mean-covariance models showed that, DT'T   is the relation of the decomposition of a 

covariance matrix Σ  for a random variable, where T is a unique lower triangular matrix. Their diagonal elements 

1 and D is a unique diagonal matrix which only allowed positive entries. This relation is known as the modified 

Cholesky decomposition. 

The Gaussian distribution can be reparameterized to accommodate longitudinal data and to reduce the number of 

parameters. For the longitudinal data, the framework of Model-based clustering have been developed using 

Gaussian mixture models where the constraints were applied into modified Cholesky decomposition of the group 

covariance matrices in order to give parsimonious models [12]. The EM algorithm are used to fit the mixture models 

[13].  

Gaussian mixture model, with a modified Cholesky-decomposed covariance structure, are assumed for each 

mixture component. Therefore, the density of an observation ix    in group k is given by 
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Where 
k

T is the pp  lower triangular matrix and 
k

D  is the pp  diagonal matrix that follow from the 

modified Cholesky decomposition of
k

Σ . 

Now, there is the option to constraint the 
k

T  or the 
k

D to be equal across groups and there is also the option to 

impose the isotropic constraint 
pkk

ID  , which leads to a family of eight Gaussian mixture models. Each member 

of this family, along with their respective nomenclature and number of covariance parameters, is given in Table 1. 

The nomenclature is quite intuitive; for example, the VEA model has variable autoregressive structure and equal, 

anisotropic noise across groups. 

The modified Cholesky decomposition are expressed in the form of TDTΣ
11 '   , when modelling the 

covariance of a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The values of T and D have interpretations as generalized 

autoregressive parameters and innovation variances, respectively [12] so that the linear least-squares predictor of 
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 while the 
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φ  are the (sub-diagonal) elements of T and the 
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d  are the diagonal elements of 

D [12]. 
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Table 1: The Nomenclature, Covariance Structure and Number of Covariance Parameters for Each Model 

Model k
T  

k
T  

k
T  No of Cov Parameters 

EEA Equal Equal Anisotropic   ppp  2/1  

VVA Variable Variable Anisotropic    GpppG  2/1  

VEA Variable Equal Anisotropic    pppG  2/1  

EVA Equal Variable Anisotropic   Gppp  2/1  

VVI Variable Variable Isotropic    GppG  2/1  

VEI Variable Equal Isotropic    12/1 ppG  

EVI Equal Variable Isotropic   Gpp  2/1  

EEI Equal Equal Isotropic   12/1 pp  

The 
k

T  are constrained to be equal across groups, which suggests that the correlation structure of the 

longitudinally recorded data values is the same for all of the groups. In this context, the autoregressive relationship 

between time points are reflected the correlation structure as outlined in (5). The variability at each time point is 

taken to be the same for each group in the constraint 
k

D , while the variability suggests that is the same at each time 

point in group k, imposing the isotropic constraint 
pkk

ID  . Therefore, for each given data set, it is appropriate 

for any of the eight combinations of these constraints given in Table 1. 

2.2 Assessing the Performance of Clustering Results 

The clustering performance for both averaged and longitudinal datasets are compared for the classical and 

adjusted model-based clustering approaches respectively. The clustering performance are evaluated based on: (a) the 

number of cluster groups produced such that cluster groups with a higher number of clusters are deemed preferable 

as it tends to show more variety in groups of students’ with similar characteristics. (b) the evaluation of internal 

(Dunn Index & Sillhouette Index) and external (Adjusted Rand Index) cluster qualities. 

Dunn index value lies between zero and ∞ and measures the ratio of the smallest distance between observations 

not in the same cluster to the largest intra-cluster distance. Thus, a high value of Dunn Index indicates that the points 

are well clustered. Another internal measure is the Sillhouette index. This index measure the degree of confidence in 

the clustering assignment of a particular observation [14,15]. Here, an index with values close to one indicates that 

the points are well-clustered. On the other hand, the external cluster quality is measured using the adjusted rand 

index (ARI) for the agreement between two partitions. A higher index value of ARI indicates better partition 

accuracy [16]. 

III. DATA GENERATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 

3.1 Design of Synthetic Data  

The synthetic data for this study are simulated based on the results of actual tests taken by 250 students from a 

pre-University institution in Malaysia.  
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Table 2: The Details of Data Representations 

 Details 

Subjects Mathematics, Chemistry 

Physics, Biology 

Number of tests Test 1 (Time 1) 

Test 2 (Time 2) 

Test 3 (Time 3) 

Number of students 250 students 

Grade level Excellent (80 – 100) 

Credit (60 – 79)    

Pass (40 – 59) 

Fail (0 – 39) 

The tests involved four science subjects, ie; Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics and Biology, conducted in the first 

semester of an academic year at three time points. The details are shown in Table 2. The marks obtained for Test 1 

are represented by Time 1, conducted at the end of the first month in the first semester of the academic year. 

Similarly Test 2 (Time 2) and Test 3 (Time 3) were conducted in the following consecutive months. The simulated 

data was generated using normal distribution to follow the model assumptions with parameters mimicking the actual 

tests. In particular, data are generated based on four different levels of grades following a typical guideline by a 

pre-university institution.  

3.2 Data Treatment: Average vs Longitudinal form 

The generated data produced in section 3.1 are then arranged into two sets of observations. For the first set of 

observations, the students marks are calculated as average marks over the three tests. Thus the data matrix to be 

clustered consist of a two-dimensional data of students and subjects. For the second set of observations, the students 

marks are arranged in a longitudinal form. Thus the data matrix to be clustered consist of a three-dimensional data of 

students, tests and subjects. 

A total of 100 sets of data are generated for each form. Each set is randomised prior to applying the MBC 

clustering methods to ensure non-biasedness in the analysis. We have used R-programming software : mclust and 

longclust packages for this analysis. 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 Cluster of Students based on Their Academic Progress 

Monitoring students’ academic progress needs a series of repeated type of observed assessments by following 

students achievement over time within certain academic period. By clustering them into group with same 

characteristics, the specific remedial approach in teaching and learning can be developed based on the group 

performances and characteristics.  

Model-based clustering are applied on data that treated in two ways, i.e; classical MBC on average data and 
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MBC with modified Cholesky on longitudinal data. The performance of both approaches can be summarized and 

compared based on the number of clusters and the measures of the clusters index. Results indicate the model-based 

clustering that treat the data using longitudinal form provides greater number of cluster group compared to an 

average form as presented in     Table 3(a). The greater number of clusters implies that the method are able to 

show more variations of the student characteristics. 

Table 3(a): The Cluster Group for the Model Fitted by MBC for Averaged and Longitudinal Data 

 Data Cluster group 

Averaged  1   2   3 

86  94  70 

Longitudinal  1   2   3   4   5   6   7 

30  37  38  72  37  20  16 

Table 3(b): The Model Fitted by MBC for Averaged and Longitudinal Data 

Data Model BIC Df 

Averaged VVE –6533.20 32 

Longitudinal VVI –20506.55 174 

Since the clustering scenario is simulated by taking three tests from three consecutive months, all the models are 

run and used Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to choose the model where the model that gives the minimum 

BIC score can be selected as the best model [12]. The BIC for averaged data (BIC : –6533.20, Table 3(b)) selects a 

VVE (diagonal, varying volume and shape) model (Table 1) that gives reasonable clustering performance (ARI : 

0.428, Table 4). On the other hand, the BIC for longitudinal data (BIC : –20506.55, Table 3) selects a VVI model 

that gives slightly better clustering performance (ARI : 0.669, Table 4). The degrees of freedom (df) for the cluster 

groups of longitudinal data are high (df : 174, Table 3(b)) compared to averaged data (df : 32, Table 3), reflecting a 

fit that is very close to a Gaussian mixture. 

Table 4. Cluster validity indices based on averaged and longitudinal data using MBC 

Data Internal  External  

Dunn  Silhouette  Adj Rand Index (ARI) 

Averaged  0.126 0.519 0.428 

Longitudinal  2.805 0.993 0.669 

From Table 4, the Internal cluster quality obtained from the longitudinal data under the adjusted MBC indicate 

that the Dunn Index is higher (2.805) and Sillhouette Index (0.993) is closer to one compared to the average data. 

This implies that the points are well-clustered when the temporal information are retained. The external cluster 

quality also show that the ARI (higher index of 0.669) with longitudinal data also show better partitional accuracy 

than the averaged data. These comparison clearly indicates that clustering the repeated measurements data in the 

longitudinal structure best capture the data cluster as compared to the averaged data. 
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Figure 1: Clustering Pattern of Each Group for Longitudinal Data 

The seven clusters (Table 3(a)) obtained from the longitudinal data with the adjusted MBC are shown in Figure 1. 

Each cluster show different characteristics and variation from the other. Specifically, we can see the progressive 

patterns of the students represented in the seven cluster groups for the three tests conducted across four subjects 

(distinct by dotted lines): starting with Mathematics, followed by Chemistry, Physics and Biology, respectively.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a series of tests from three consecutive months for four science subjects has been treated as average 

type of data and longitudinal type with time point. Classical MBC and modified MBC with Cholesky decomposition 

have been used to cluster both type of data, respectively. The purpose is to introduce the data with time point due to 
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the temporal aspect of students performance and treated as longitudinal form for tracking their academic progress. 

From the results, the clustering model of MBC with modified Cholesky for longitudinal data is superior to classical 

MBC for averaged data, which are proven by the validity indices to indicate better internal, external and relative 

cluster quality. This study also shows that the proposed data treatment, clustered by MBC with modified Cholesky is 

the best approach for representing longitudinal tracking of students’ academic progress. As a conclusion, 

intervention activities that suits the group characteristics can be develop, hence, the objective to provide best 

approach in teaching and learning process can be achieved. The result also offers a good anticipation of the students’ 

capabilities across subjects in order for the teachers to assist students. 
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